
victory over zombies. Only one Rajare came in, but the momentum of the last village revived. 

People's faces bloom with laughter. 

"It's all thanks to you, Rajare!" 

"No, it's all thanks to your hard work.” 

A warm time of blessing continues to praise each other's efforts. Thanks to Rajare's quick treatment, 

no one was injured, so everyone was able to sleep comfortably in the morning. Rajare was a really 

good tanker, dealer, and healer. It was Rajare who could do white people. 

Now that the village has entered the stable zone to some extent, people begin to worry. 

"Is there any way to drastically reduce the number of zombies?" 

The problem was that the number of zombies increased too explosively after a day. They didn't 

know where they were so infected by zombies. Even if hundreds of zombies were killed, a thousand 

new zombies would appear. They could win this war only when the number of zombies decreased. 

Those who enjoyed a delicious dinner sat around the round table. 

"Rajare, is there any way to beat zombies?" 

"There's only fire right now." 

"How's the light?" 

"Of course, it's good, but zombies avoid the light and don't get hurt." 

"In the end, there's only fire." 

"I can't wait to get rid of zombies." 

"Is there any way?" 

They put their heads together to come up with ideas. 

"How about putting zombies on one side?" 

"Is there a huge enough space to do all that?" 

"Isn't there a village called Negligence?" 

"I thought of that, too. The village is only about 800m away from here, so I think it'll be okay. :) 

"It's close." 

"But is there anyone who wants to go to the village at night?" 



"Someone has to lure zombies." 

"I can do that." 

Rajare, who had been silent, intervenes. 

"Oh, Rajare". I think we're putting too much burden on you. 

"No, I've already had a lot of experience getting rid of zombies!" 

"Then can you please do it for me?" 

"Of course I'll do it. 

For Rajare, it was now an opportunity for a genius to kill zombies. He had to take advantage of this 

opportunity. Rajare decided to take the lead in chasing zombies from that night. I rested for a while 

during the day and went out on the street at night. 

"Zombies, come here!" 

It was Rajare, who deliberately rustled and made noises to attract zombies. When the zombies were 

less responsive, they roared on purpose and surprised the sleeping zombies. Zombies with low 

intelligence easily fell for Rajare's atmosphere. Zombies wanted to attack Rajare so badly. However, 

for them, Rajare was a truly mysterious creature. No matter how much he attacked, Rajare was fine. 

Zombies, who had no idea that he was a transformer, would get tired of attacking Rajare and fall 

out. Rajare moved toward the village of Negligence, where zombies had already become their 

destination when they gathered to some extent. 

"Zombies, come forward!" Forward!" 

Hundreds of zombies following Rajare were extremely spectacular. It was Rajare, who felt like a "Pied 

Piper Man." Rajare didn't use fire on purpose. This is because when you use fire, zombies run away. 

After all, they are scared. Balpiro's guidance was of great help in this case. 

"10 minutes later, we'll arrive at the castle of negligence". 

"Thank you Balpiro, I always owe you a lot!" 

"Trust me for guiding you in the future!" 

In addition, Balpiro has a lot of credibilities, so he gave a good idea of where many zombies are. 

So, 10 times as many zombies as others could be driven to the castle. 

"I should hurry up. It'll be dawn soon". 

Rajare runs quickly into the village. Zombies also quickly enter the Negligence Castle along Rajare. 



Every single one of them. 

"Please close the door!" 

To the collaborators from the last village, he shouts out loud. They close so fast that not a single 

ant can escape. 

"It's completely closed." 

As soon as zombies hear a loud noise, they panic and try to escape. However, at this time, the sun 

rises at the same time. Zombies are embarrassed and looking for a place to hide. 

"No way". 

The collaborators hold torches, so the zombies cannot think of going outside and are trapped in 

the village of Negligence. 

"Today is a success, too!" 

Now, all that remains in this village are Rajare and zombies. 

"Rajare, be careful!" 

"Don't worry about me." 

No matter how hard zombies try to attack Rajare, the attack does not work on him. Rajare's zombies 

are just ridiculous. Zombies fall helplessly at a time of their tail windmill. 

"As expected, it's easy." 

Rajare quickly succeeds in joining people over the wall. In this way, they continued to drive zombies 

into the village of negligence. 

"It's to dry the seeds of zombies in Blancburg." 

"Is this how you burn them all at once?" 

"Right. I think that will greatly reduce the zombie population." 

"That's a good idea." 

Rajare rested during the day for two weeks, chased zombies at night, and worked hard to bring 

them together in one village. 

"How many zombies are there now?" 

"It's about 100,000." 



"We worked hard to collect them." 

"I know." 

It was a plan that was being prepared, but Rajare was so anxious. He felt like a screw was going to 

fall out once. 

"Oh, I'm nervous, Balpiro." 

"Don't worry, Rajare, everything will be fine. The end is just around the corner!" 

"I guess so". 

It's finally the day of the showdown. On this day, Rajare and six people started to attract zombies 

for the last time. 

"Are there any zombies left?" 

"That's right." 

But they made a mistake from here. There is a proverb that says to beat the stone bridge and cross 

it. There were many areas where zombies would hide, such as river banks and sewage treatment 

plants. 

"This should be okay, right?" 

"This is enough to catch everyone." 

However, they missed about 50 zombies. Of course, it is a very small number of people compared 

to the zombies caught, but it was necessary to know that this level of zombies alone could infect 

the village. 

"Now, burn the remaining people so that additional zombies don't come out. Lock the door as 

much as you can to prevent zombies from coming out. When you come out, make sure to watch 

zombies burn!" 

"Yes, I see." 

"I'll go back after checking that the village of Negligence is burning completely". 

Rajare sees zombies filling the walls. 

"Now, be brought to heaven in the fire, zombies." 

Rajare turns into a mouse beast and pulls out a tree on the side of the road with one hand. Light 

it up with a lighter. The city is starting to catch fire. In an hour, the city turned into a fireball. 



"Gasp". 

With a desperate scream, zombies begin to burn. Rajare feels incredibly guilty. They must have been 

one life, but it is heartbreaking that they have to be relentlessly killed for another life. 

"I hope you don't get sick in your next life..." 

Rajare sends a desperate prayer to God. People watch zombies burn on the fire. Zombies' desperate 

cries scare most people's hearts. However, people always make mistakes at critical moments. 

"Oh, I'm so scared. Shall I go?" 

"No, Rajare told you to watch the zombie burn to death!" 

"Hey, it's going to burn to death." 

"Isn't the door strong?" 

"Right, this is okay. Let's go!" 

They just walk away without checking the status of the inquiry. Without dreaming, about five 

zombies escaped through the old and loose bars. About 10 minutes later, the screams of the person 

following them were heard. 

"What's that?" 

Then, looking back, there were about 50 zombies behind them. 

"First of all, I have to go to Rajare. Run to the fiery castle!" 

People decide and run fast, but it wasn't enough to stop zombies, which are faster than them. 

"Rajare! Help me!" 

The remaining seven collaborators scream at Rajare, but it is already quite far from the castle, and 

Rajare cannot hear their rescue request because of the cries of burning zombies. Eventually, these 

collaborators also become zombies. 

"Why on earth did God always give a person the red tape of carelessness?” 

Rajare always had doubts. If humans hadn't let their guard down, not all problems would have 

occurred. Once the partners were careless, the number of zombies quickly increased to 60. However, 

even more, disaster awaited Rajare. 

"Today is the day when zombies are gone!" 

The village of Dernier also confirmed the success of the operation by watching the burning smoke. 


